
Upgrades and Additions for 2015 
 

All the new versions are dated:  Jan 15, 2015.   Each program has been fine-tuned and adjusted 

from race data accumulated in 2014.  All known bugs or display errors were fixed.   But if you 

find anything, please let me know and we can fix it for the next update.   Upgraded programs 

ready for installation have the "version date" listed on the initial screen after loading the program. 
 

HTR2.exe  Jan 15, 2015 

HTR_TOUR.exe Jan 15, 2015 
 

MAXVEL.exe  Jan 15, 2015 #3 

ROBOT3.exe  Jan 15, 2015 #3 
 

Robot3 
The Robot added several new filters for the 2015 version and all of them were included on the 

various report generators.  All the filters below are part of the Stat Dump.  
 

AML Rank = 1 and/or 2    

Located on the Rankings Module and stats shown in the Learn All report. 
 

KAT Rank = 2  
Works in tandem with KAT rank = 1. 

Located in the Range Filters Module in the KAT section and stats shown on Learn All report. 
 

NO Ties AML Top-2 

NO Ties KAT Top-2 

These filters will ensure that you have a distinct top-2 horses in one or both categories.  If there is 

a tie between the top rank or the second rank, the race is skipped.  

 

MaxVel and Modeler 
The new material is found in the Modeler.  The Modeler now includes the AML and KAT ratings 

in all options and reports.  These can be effective modeling factors because they cover 100% of 

the horses and are part of the "Full Coverage Factors".   Another modeler filter has been added 

for the Wizard options:  "Match Field Size (range)" and it will help to narrow the modeler search 

to similar field sizes (4 to 6,  7 to 9, 10 to 14). 

 

HTR-Tour 

Added a "Generic Post-Time Report" option report to the Ultimate Longshot List Setup screen.  

Click this button to print a basic post-time list for the races you want to keep track of for the day. 

Very handy list for tournament players. There are no horses listed, but there is the essential race 

information.  There is an additional check-box related to this item:  "Show 1st Race on Card 

Only" if you only want to know the start time for the first race at each track that day.   
 

Tech Note:   HTR-Tour software (.exe) has been slimmed down by eliminating unused overhead 

code.   It should run faster, use less memory and react more quickly to commands such as mouse 

clicks.  This will also help Windows become more efficient when you run multiple versions of 

HTR software.  Multi-tasking with 'Tour should be a snap now. 

 

HTR2 

There are no new screens or additions for HTR2 at this time.  The program was upgraded for 

2015 and a few minor display bugs were fixed.   The Export file HX44 will be updated later in 

the Spring and announcements will be posted in the Access Forum on our BBS. 

 

HTR-Tablet 

Not yet updated.  Looking at March 2015 for target upgrade.  Tablet version may not be 100% 

compatible with the other programs since it has not been updated for 2015 yet,  but the 

differences in output should be rare and relatively minor.  


